RIO. RACE
TENSION
GROWING
By a Staff Reporter
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ENSION becomes a tangible force at times. You
can feel it building up. You can almost sec it.

Tonight, however, I'll " 'ager
The cold mist in Table Bay
today seemed to seal off the that many a skipper will have
small harbour and magnify thls some pretty hoITible nightmares
tension. For 61 skippers today is about what might get left behind,
a race-before-the-race, when Jast- from a super-secret new spinminute problems seem to come naker to a case of his favourite
peanut butter.
along in bunches.
At 4.30 p.m. tomorrow afternoon the tlag of the Cruising ~
Association of South Africa and
the code tlag 'P' (for Preparatory Signal) will be lowered on
S.A.S. Mosselbaai signalllng the
start of the race.
Anything that goes wrong after
that can be fatal to a boat's
chances, as the next supplies
that can be obtained are 3 200
miles way.

COOK
Each skipper comm nds his
boat, but the other crew members
have their responsibilities as well.
The cook is one or the most important ns he is responsible for
the provisioning. He cannot afford
to overlook the drinking water,
usar, or any of hundreds of items
on his lists. which must be checked
and rechecked.
Probably the most ncrveracklng task is the plotting of
the yacht's course, based on the
projected weather reports. The
skipper and navigator must
agree on a route which will be
the best possible choice for their
boat, based on its dimensions,
amount
of
sail
carried,
manoeuvrability and so forth.
The port meteorological office
was busy until midday with lastminute weather reports which
could affect the chosen courses.
RELIEF

Because of all these valiables,
and the thousands of last-minute
details that always seem to go
wrong, tomorrow will be a relief
to most of the yachtsmen. There
is something very final about the
start of an ocean race. If a radio
tube breaks or the soup is left
behind on the dock there i n•t
~mything to be done but try and
get along without them.
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